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About This Game

Deathmatch. AI & Multiplayer. Chess. Decapitation.

Descend into a brutal tournament where factions of sinister knights and grotesque beasts battle for domination in bloody arena
matches and furious melee brawls. Crush opponents with hammers and shields, rend flesh with razor sharp claws and slice off

heads with swords and axes.
In Rooks Keep, players will maim their competitors in both a selection of deathmatch-arena game-modes such as 'Deathmatch',
'Team-Deathmatch', 'Conversion', 'Chess', 'Last-Man-Standing' and 'Combat Chess'. Play solo, jump into multiplayer matches,

or add AI opponents to squash under-foot in both single and multiplayer. We even support 3rd party Chess engines.
The game is set in a uniquely styled fantasy world, where factions battle ceaselessly for your entertainment.

Key Features

Arena gameplay
Players will enter into a variety of game-modes, such as Deathmatch, Last-Man-Standing and Conversion(kill enemies to
convert them to your team), and battle across a variety of maps with many available options and mutators.

Melee combat
The focus of Rooks Keep is on the fantasy melee combat system, featuring quick and heavy attacks, parrying, blocking,
dodging and special abilities and skills.

Chess
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Players can play in both Classic Chess and the unusual Combat Chess mode, where players have the opportunity to fight
to retain their place on the board if attacked.

AI/LAN/Online
Rooks Keep presents players with single-player solely against AI bots, LAN and online. Also supported are 3rd party
Chess engines. Even hot-seat Chess is available.

Unreal & mod support
Built on the Unreal® Development Kit™, Rooks Keep offers extensive mod support. Players will be able to use the
included UnrealEd tool to build their own maps and mods.
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Title: Rooks Keep
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
RuneStorm
Publisher:
RuneStorm
Release Date: 5 Dec, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Win XP SP3, Win 7

Processor: 2.4GHz Dual core CPU

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 512MB Shader Model 3.0 Nvidia GeForce 8800 GT or AMD Radeon HD 3870

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 3 GB available space

Additional Notes: Controller supported

English
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Could of been a good game if they could place the peices in the corect starting location.. ARE YOU STUPID?

Why dind you buy this game yet? Its awsome,fun,gore adn you learn to play chess!. this game is the oppisite of visceria clean up
detail. You can have army's battle each other and you can create your own army!

Trust me, when you buy it and you think it sucks and isnt fun in any aspect tell me and i will give you your money back!. Great
Game! A Lot of fun online!. good game, gun gameplay nice artstyle only not many players so not many matches. Pretty decent
game, and I can see putting in a lot of hours - especially with friends. There is no first person as of now, and some of the combat
is pretty clunky and not very immersive.. Game has little content, I value the game at about 5 dollars, you won't be playing this
game for long but you'll dabble with it.. The gameplay is probably the worst part about this game - it mainly lacks an intelligent
design.
I regret buying this.. Wow... first impression: VERY impressive! Loved the battle chess mode (for all, who don't need the "3D
animated moves"... you can disable it! Of course it is obligatory for the battle scenes). The fighting mechanics are well done and
the system manages to keep up a good balance for attackers/defenders (since you can completely undermine the rules of chess
in this game mode).

Unfortunately, I believe, that's all the game is good for... Normal chess can be played on a gazillion free platforms and the rest is
rather a cheap version of Chivalry to me. Those who enjoy multiplayer meelee games, should give it a try. You get the game for
under a Buck on {LINK REMOVED}
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It is a good game with enjoyable combat. There's some chess (two types, normal and one where your characters fight out to see
the victor) and there's various modes you can play like Last Man Standing. I've thoroughly enjoyed playing this alone with bots.
The combat is gorey and heavy hitting, it won't be long until you have been completely covered in the blood of your enemies.

Of course that's where the biggest problem lies. Multiplayer. This game has no dedicated servers, and there are no people
hosting (as far as I have seen anyway). This is a massive hit in the face since the game promises multiplayer in the game
descriptiojn itself. This means that you will most likely only play with bots most of the time.

Personally, I've been pretty happy with the game. The combat feels to satisfying and the game itself is fun and well made, I'm
not even really bothered about the multiplayer thing since my ping is so high here in china.. i do like the combat chess because
you have a fighting chance for your stupidity i have not been playing it long but it seems like i can not find an online game
anywhere. it might be that im in korea and too high of ping to pick up the games or its just a dead online game not sure either
way i enjoy it a lot. Brutal arena combat!
Potentially a very fun game, but could use a lock-on button, and a way to hold a button down to dodge/walk without turning.
Works right away with a 360 controller, but it feels TOO responsive. Any movement sends you spinning around.
No online games at all when i tried, sadly.

I got mine in a bundle and am not dissapointed, but i can't say i would pay $15 for it.
Recommended if you can get it on the cheap, unless they work on the controls.. By the name of CHESS! You will enjoy this
game, it provides strategy in both the chess section and the actual combat. Oh by the way, this is chess with full interactive
combat. If you enjoy strategy and action but really miss the control: Buy this...Right now..

If you aren't a fan of simple strategy games but want the combat: This is for you.

If you like gore in a game but miss the damage aspect to your character: This is for you.

I've played one map, one match, and about fourteen minutes and I love every aspect to this game.

. its good game but you need friend to play with best chess game out there :). its really laggy :\
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